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NF153G 

NF153G 

Material used 

Outer material:  NBR material  

Lining: Flock lined with cotton dust 

 

 

 

Sizes 

7, 8, 9, 10 

 

Color  
Green 
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Unsupported green Nitrile 

rubber cotton flock lined 

gauntlets with Raised 

diamond grip pattern, 

available in four nominal 

hand sizes. 

 

UNSUPPORTED 
GAUNTLET GLOVE 

Features: 

 
Flock lined green coloured unsupported  

Nitrile gloves 

NF153G  - Raised diamond grip pattern  

Specially designed contoured shape ensures 

better dexterity 

Good protection from hydraulic fluids, 

gasoline alcohols, organic acids and alkalis, at 

palm area when compared with ordinary 

gloves 

Patterned palm and fingers give excellent grip 

in both wet and dry condition. 

Cotton flock-lining offers added comfort and 

better absorption of perspiration 

 

 

Specifications: 

 
Type: Gauntlet style  

Grip pattern: Raised diamond  

Weight: 60g/pair 

Thickness: 20 mil 
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Limits to use 

Safe hands!! 

Do not use this glove out of its usage 

specifications defined in the instructions 

above. This glove does not contain 

substance known as being carcinogenic, 

neither toxic, nor likely to cause allergies to 

the sensitive people. 

Instructions for storage: 

Store in a cool, dry place; away from frost 

and light in their original packaging. 

 
Unsupported flock lined Nitrile glove:  

Can be use against Mineral acids, alkali, 

Common Solvents, oils, greases, weak acid 

and bases, aliphatic chemicals, Xylene, 

Perchloroethylene, Trichloroethane;  

 

 

Warning 

Gloves not to be worn when there is a risk of 

entanglement by moving parts of machines 

Instructions for cleaning: 

No specific cleaning or maintenance for this 

type of glove. 

 

Applications:   

 Excellent for general use 

Reasonable cost, excellent physical 

properties,  

good dexterity 

Excellent abrasion resistant. 

Remain functional with variable types of 

corrosive agents 

Packaging Instruction:  

 
1 dozen pairs in a polybag 

10 poly bags in a carton  

120 pairs in a carton 


